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Multi-label classification: dealing with bias, diversity, and lack of data

Abstract:
Photos of everyday life are inherently multi-label in nature. Hence, multi-label classification is commonly used to analyze their content. In this talk, we discuss major challenges in multi-label classification and present an overview of three novel techniques that aim at tackling them. As a typical photo contains a few positive labels and many negative ones, a negative-positive imbalance may harm the optimization process. To this end, we introduce an asymmetric loss (ASL) which enables to dynamically down-weight easy negative samples. Second, large-scale multi-label classification datasets are commonly, and perhaps inevitably, partially annotated. That is, only a small subset of labels are annotated per sample. To handle partial annotation, we propose a selective approach that treats each class differently in the loss function. Finally, we deal with zero-shot learning for multi-label classification and propose an end-to-end model training that supports the semantic diversity of images and labels by using an embedding matrix with multiple principal embedding vectors. Asymmetric Loss For Multi-Label Classification (ICCV 2021): Paper: https://arxiv.org/abs/2009.14119 Code: https://github.com/Alibaba-MII/ASL Semantic Diversity Learning for Zero-Shot Multi-label Classification (ICCV 2021, oral): Paper: https://arxiv.org/abs/2105.05926 Code: https://github.com/Alibaba-MII/DS_SDL Multi-label Classification with Partial Annotations using Class-aware Selective Loss (CVPR 2022): Paper: https://arxiv.org/abs/2110.10955 Code: https://github.com/Alibaba-MII/PartialLabelingCSL